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Help our Friends and Families in Iraq
Plea for the hostages held by Mojahedin in Iraq
Following the daring escape of seven MEK
members from a joint US/MEK controlled camp
in Iraq last month, former members of the organisation in Europe have demanded that the US
respond immediately to the plight of remaining dissidents in the camps.
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Editorial
The past month has been dominated by the stand-off between

Counterdemonstration
Rejects MEK Deception in USA

Iran, Europe and the USA over Iran’s nuclear power project. Israel

On Friday, November 19 the

announced it would take a back seat, not wanting to be identi-

Mojahedin demonstrated in

fied as a participant in the argument. At least on the surface. All

Washington, DC using the

month the MKO has been on overdrive to reveal true and false

made up names ‘Council for

accusations alike to undermine the possibility of agreement bet-

Freedom and Democracy in

ween Europe and Iran.

Iran’ and the ‘Global Coalition
15.000 demonstrators

Against Fundamentalism’.

However, as Massoud Khodabandeh stated in Paris during the

to take on the history of Saddam to be their next benefactor.

book launch for Alain Chevalerais’ Burned Alive the MKO does

Another development which we didn’t have space for con-

The slogans were to take Iran’s nuclear

leftie peace groups only inflate their

Report 2

not have satellites to monitor the military movements of Iran

cerns a letter written by Ebrahim Khodabandeh from Evin pri-

project to the UN Security Council and

numbers by 3 or 4 times. About 10

Mojahedin’s November 19 Washington

and cannot be considered as the source of this information. It

son (Tehran) to Massoud Rajavi (Ashraf military camp, Iraq).

to take the MEK off the list of terrorist

counter-demonstrators showed, the

rally and march from the White House

is, as Justin Raimondo (antiwar.com) reminds us, like déjà vu

Khodabandeh was visited by two British MPs and Iran-

entities.

theme being HANDS OFF IRAN.Many of

to the US Congress was well organized

of the Iraqi National Congress providing false evidence as the

Interlink in June this year. The visit put and end to MKO propa-

Since these are not the wishes of the

the Iranian participants may have been

and disciplined, even though the pro-

single source to justify an attack on Iraq. Examining the MKO

ganda that the prisoners are under severe torture and face

Iranian people, whether inside or out-

surprised that the signs and chants

mised American entertainers were

agenda in these actions they mirror almost exactly the agen-

imminent execution. The MKO in response withdrew all rela-

side Iran, the event attracted a coun-

emphasized that the US should stop

absent. No sane eyewitness would

da of neocons and Likudniks for regime change in Iran. The

ted materials from its publications.

terdemonstration by antiwar

Iran from having nuclear weapons and

agree with Mojahedin’s PR about

MKO have openly ‘announced’ this link with their Miami-

After our visit he wrote this letter and asked us to send it to

Americans and Iranians who objected

that ‘We want Mojahedin off the [US

15,000 participants. As someone who

Cuban style carnival in Washington as well as in news confe-

all the people who visited him in Evin. With his permission

to the use of the mercenary and terro-

terrorist] list!’. They also had a big

believes it is a mistake to underrate

rences, hosted, incidentally by known collaborators with the

we have published his letter on the Iran-Interlink website.

rist MEK to promote an agenda which

cardboard ‘Iranian missile on a truck

your opponent, I cannot go any higher

intelligence services of former Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein.

Khodabandeh was

is not in the interests of the Iranian (or

that kept driving around Pennsylvania

than 1,500 to 1,800. Mojahedin’s own

It is impossible to find any other Iranian opposition, whether

able to participate

American) people.

Avenue — only terrorist groups with

photos of the event on their websites

inside or outside Iran, who back this agenda. It is so clearly

in the welcoming

Counterdemonstrators were intervie-

neocon backing could get away with

and TV broadcasts, showing the entire

not in the interests of the country – or for that matter for the

party organised by

wed in a fair and balanced report by

that.One MEK representative was on

procession, make this abundantly clear.

rest of the world. It appears that by relaying this nuclear

Nejat Association

Free Speech Radio News. Elsewhere,

FOX News later that day for another

For further evidence, see the photo of

intelligence on behalf of those ones who don’t want to be

for the seven MKO

otherwise respected media ignored

MEK front group, the National Council

Freedom Plaza, where the march star-

identified on the front line, the MKO are hoping to prove

dissidents who

journalistic standards and printed one-

of Resistance of Iran. He said they did

ted. Keep in mind that Mojahedin sup-

themselves as ‘good terrorists’ and be removed from the lists

recently managed

sided reports which blatantly ignored

not want the US to bomb Iran’s nuclear

porters filled LESS THAN HALF on the

and allowed to continue their own agenda of violence and

to escape from the

the MEK’s involvement with Saddam

facilities — just give their terrorist

right side of the Plaza (raised two to

warmongering. Although they have been useful for their bac-

MKO in Iraq.

Hussein in war crimes and crimes

groups lots of weapons to overthrow

three feet above the surrounding side-

kers during the past month I can’t see that anyone will want

p

against humanity in Iran, Iraq and

them*. However, while that may be

walks) on November 19 and that no

Europe.

their goal, Israel and the US neocons

feeder marches or individuals joined

Survivors’ Report is pleased to print

doubtless would be just as happy to

their procession later on its way to

Rajavi so that his victims can bring

these eyewitness reports of the coun-

nuke Iran off the map and end Iranian

Congress.On the map, Freedom Plaza is

him to justice in a trial.

terdemonstration.

regional power for good. Time will tell.

the area bounded by 13th and 14th

Help our former comrades in Iraq
In conclusion the resolution demanded:

decades of human rights violations.
5 Prevent Mojahedin’s activities as a

7 Reveal the whereabouts of Massoud

1 Contact between families and MEK

international terrorist organization

members in the camp in Iraq and

and not allow them to re-organize

*[There are about 3500 MEK members

Streets, E Street, and Pennsylvania

information about their relatives’

their terrorist organization under any

in our democratic humanitarian

Report 1

under the custody of the US army in

Avenue (the White House is marked on

situation.

false name to strengthen their

claim and ask for fair action.

There were about 700-800 Iranians

Iraq. The MEK itself has admitted that

the left). Judging by the map scale, the

terrorist aims.

We will not permit the political

and ‘supporters of freedom and demo-

ten percent of these want to leave the

entire Freedom Plaza — including the

2 Permit the ICRC and UN agencies to

8 Believe we will continuously persist

game to take more human victims

cracy in Iran’. Not the 15,000 the

organisation. Using the MEK’s own for-

four sidewalks, the thick waist-high

terrorist cult the MEK presents a

and on the other side allow terrorists

Mujahadin-E Khalq Organization terro-

mula for exaggerating their demon-

walls, the raised grass platform on the

3 Permit dissident members to leave

danger not only to Iran and Iranians

to have peace to plan further

rist group (MEK or MKO) front group

stration attendance as a guide, we

right end, and the raised pond on the

Mojahedin and Iraq and pursue a

but to the world, especially western

terrorist actions.

Committee for Freedom and

leave you to draw your own conclu-

left end — cannot be more than 10

peaceful life.

democracies; please learn from

Democracy claimed and the

sions about that figure of ten percent’.

thousand square meters. Usable space

Al Qaida.

Washington Post printed. Even certain

SR editor]

on the right half could not possibly be

visit and process individuals in the
camp.

4 Condemn Mojahedin leaders for two

2 I survivors report

6 Understand that as a dangerous
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e/view/12235).

who may publish it. Their limit is 250

reference to the Iraqi traitor who

As a seasoned

words and you must make clear that

brought war on his own country last

observer, I have

you have read the article and find it

year) that he ranted at me non-stop

no doubt that

incomplete or biased. If you write, do

for 10 minutes to say that my compar-

many tens of

mention that it was sloppy journalism

ison was worse than calling his mother

thousands of dol-

when they named the ‘Council for

and sister something or other! No less

lars were spent

Freedom and Democracy in Iran’ and

brainwashed were others who insisted

to stage the

the ‘Global Coalition Against

they were there not to encourage US

November 19

Fundamentalism’ as sponsors of the

aggression on Iran, but to persuade the

event. To that

event, because no such organizations

Bush Administration to stop helping

you must add the

exist anywhere. All the reporter had to

Iran’s government! We must be living

cost of airfare

do was search the internet for one

on different planets. You see, I don’t

and hotel (not

minute or ask the organizers for the

watch the trash on exile satellite TV,

Confrontation
between Iran and USA
Where does the MKO fit?
Massoud Khodabandeh

In between the protracted political wrangling between Iran,
Europe and the USA over nuclear

more than 2,500 square meters. If

cheap in this city) for hundreds of

names and addresses of the principals

Mojahedin’s or others’.Something else

Mojahedin supporters stood tightly one

’warm bodies’ to attend. A dozen parti-

and the size of the membership of

that was new to me was that every

per square meter of that space with

cipants to whom I talked had all tra-

these ’organizations’. A high school

marcher to whom I talked believed

their paraphernalia, that would be

velled from faraway places, including

newspaper editor would have wanted

that Mojahedin should ally themselves

2,500 demonstrators. But they were

three from Europe. Several said they

to verify these before publishing a

with whoever they can grab to overth-

instead moving with their hundreds of

came for the free weekend in

report that helps demonize an entire

row Iran’s government, no questions

flags and banners in a circular pattern

Washington. Although presumably

nation, especially if Americans may

asked. US warmongers, Likudniks,

while they chanted, leaving the center

several hundred must have been

soon be paying with their dollars and

Israel, whoever. If this is what

of the circle nearly empty.So there

locals, my friends and I did not

their lives to ‘civilize’ that nation. If

Mojahedin’s supporters believe, I am

could not have been more than 1,800

encounter any.Ten of us were there to

you write, please also ask why they

not surprised the Rajavi mafia became

participants at most. Is the Mojahedin

wave oversize ‘Freedom Yes;

sent a ‘general purpose’ reporter to

Saddam’s mercenary army. I shudder

leadership lying when it claims 15,000

Mercenaries No’ and ’US Hands Off

cover an issue that, according to

to think how my country will go from

In short, half a century of close co-ope-

even the biggest companies in the world

demonstrators? Can we now trust their

Iran’ placards and be generously pho-

Washington Post’s own Iran specialist,

bad to worse if these delusional fana-

ration with the intelligence services of

can become bankrupt but a hired labou-

strength estimations at their other ral-

tographed and videotaped by the rally

Robin Wright, is at the top of the Bush

tics take over in Iran.My group counter-

Saddam Hussein would have been

rer will never become bankrupt). And

lies in the recent past ? If they lie on

organizers. Three of us gave interviews

Administration’s foreign policy agenda

demonstrated with one modest but cri-

enough on its own to designate the cult

this again, may be the reason this is the

purpose, is that meant to help them

to reporters, but the Washington Post

(see Robin Wright’s article at

tical goal : To BEGIN to let Mojahedin

like organisation as a terrorist entity;

only designated terrorist organisation in

milk their supporters for the ‘campaign

reporter refused to talk to us. See the

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2

as well as US policymakers and media

which has rightly been banned by the

the world which can still hold a demon-

contributions’ (we used to call that bri-

Post’s glowing account of the event at

/wp-dyn/A7434-2004Oct28?langua-

know that those Iranian immigrants

USA since 1997, the UK since 2000 and

stration in front of the White House or

bery in Iran) that flow abundantly to

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2

ge=printer). Couldn’t the Post send a
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ting with Taliban representatives and

interests of the American people. In the
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help the ones who are the hostages of

side in every occasion - have not been
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members of the Bin Laden family in the
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Even if we believe that the end justifies
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The use of MKO in advance of every

will go also - as the Soviet invasion of

higher prices later? And of course there

schools and streets whenever and whe-

the means, surely there has to be a limit

that this is going to work in favour of

meeting of the IAEA has become so fre-

Afghanistan and similar situations came

is a big difference in the case of

rever needed, they have launched vari-

which, if crossed would obviously and

the US population? Can any Mojahedin

quent and the information provided to

and went. You will win some, and per-

Mojahedin and Rajavi. You know and we

ous front names to engage themselves

certainly backfire. In a post-9/11 world,

backer in the Pentagon, CIA, any neocon

them in each occasion so far from reality

haps lose others. Putting aside the credi-

know that whoever dirties his hands in

in fraud, money laundering and misu-

in a world of indefinite detention of sus-

or Likudnik really convince us that these

(of course I understand that if the infor-

bility of the US in the world (and I don’t

re-using MKO, has accepted to wear

sing the democratic institutions of

pected supporters of terrorism, to justify

people didn’t do anything else except

mation was valid, then it needed no

just mean in the streets of the Middle

Saddam’s shoes and carry his history on

Europe and America. And of course the

the financial, political and legal support

participating in your so-called demon-

mercenaries and could have been

East) the mercenaries you use in you

his back. After all, as far as the case of

latest mission was on November 19 in

given to an officially designated terrorist

stration? I doubt it. As those who do not

announced by the real sources), that

own country are going to be with you.

Rajavi and his cult is concerned, he can-

Washington for which they were ordered

organisation to rally around the streets

want to come and stand in the front row

even European politicians and diplomats

They will be yours for good and for bad

not be described as anything but the

to stage a carnival similar to those of

surrounding the White House, carrying a

of this show most probably doubt it too.

- who really try their best to take your

and believe you me they have much

successor to Saddam Hussein.

CIA-backed Cuban émigrés in Miami,

missile on a truck cannot be done wit-

Some media were force fed to repeat

paid for by well known architects of

hout paying a price; and may I say that

the claims that there were 15000 parti-

regime change everywhere and anyw-

unfortunately the payment starts here

cipants (the square is, of course, only big

here.

but never ends here. Once you have

enough for a maximum of 2000 people

The question is not about the mercenary

started you are involved, and once you

standing shoulder to shoulder) when in

forces. They have long ago chosen their

have your hands dirty, it cannot be stop-

fact figures announced by really inde-

path and no one is under any illusion

ped easily. To say that we can use a

pendent media were more like 800 to

about them. The real questions are

mercenary force and get rid of it whene-

1200 people. If we accept your figure of

directed to the sponsor of such mercena-

ver and wherever it is no longer needed

15000, then you have allowed over

ries.

is no more than a illusion. To achieve

10,000 known terrorists into the country.

As everywhere in the free world, the

your aims by whatever means - in this

Can anyone tell me where these impor-

Bush Administration has been put in

case to half effectively use these merce-

ted, trained terrorist are right now? Have

place by the American people to protect

naries for short propaganda purposes to

they brought anything with them? Or

the best interests of the American peo-

put pressure on the ruling government

have they promised you not to get

ple. Having no doubt that this

of Iran in the lead up to the next IAEA

engaged in information gathering, etc.

Administration (or for that matter any

meeting - you have to make sure that

for a larger fee from other, hostile sides?

other democratically elected

the media will put your side of the story

Or should I accept that all this is justified

Administration) would not and could not

and only your side of the story out (I do

because someone needed a last minute

deliberately work against the interests of

not imagine for a minute that The

desperate attempt to put on a show in

the US people, there are many policies

Washington Post could not access the

the wake of the Iran–Europe deal?

which many people, including myself,

other side of the story). You have to

The desperate use of known terrorists

would not agree with. Not because I

interfere with and get in the way of

like Jafarzadeh in Fox News, or bringing

think that President Bush should ignore

anybody who will talk and expose the

a registered detainee of Ashraf camp

US interests for the benefit of the people

past and present of your tools (at least

[who acted as MKO negotiator with US

of Iran or anywhere else, but for the

during the exercise), and you have to

forces while in detention in Iraq], a high

The presence of well-known personali-

Bani Sadr opposed the increasing rela-

“…do not follow the first policy. Write

reason that in the long run the best poli-

openly lie to yourself, your colleagues

profile commander in Saddam’s Private

ties such as Dr Nasser Pakdaman,

tions between the Mojahedin and the

whatever you want, but it doesn’t
deceive anybody that your problem,

p

The National Council of Resistance
of Iran - NCRI
Extract from ‘Dossier of Facts on the People’s Mojahedin
Organisation of Iran’
by Karim Haggi Moni

The National Council of Resistance was founded by Mr Abol
Hassan Bani Sadr and Mr Massoud Rajavi, leader of the
Mojahedin in 1981. At first it was welcomed by many political
parties, organisations and personalities. Bani Sadr, as Iran’s first
post-revolution president, and the Kurdish Democratic Party of
Iran were considered the two main pillars of the NCR.

tical, social and economic interests of

and your people one way or another.

Army, Farid Soleymani, to relay your so-

Bahman Niroomand, Mehdi Khanbaba,

Iraqi government and on 24th March
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martyrs…”
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of this show most probably doubt it too.

- who really try their best to take your

and believe you me they have much

successor to Saddam Hussein.

CIA-backed Cuban émigrés in Miami,

missile on a truck cannot be done wit-

Some media were force fed to repeat

paid for by well known architects of

hout paying a price; and may I say that

the claims that there were 15000 parti-

regime change everywhere and anyw-

unfortunately the payment starts here

cipants (the square is, of course, only big

here.

but never ends here. Once you have

enough for a maximum of 2000 people

The question is not about the mercenary

started you are involved, and once you

standing shoulder to shoulder) when in

forces. They have long ago chosen their

have your hands dirty, it cannot be stop-

fact figures announced by really inde-

path and no one is under any illusion

ped easily. To say that we can use a

pendent media were more like 800 to

about them. The real questions are

mercenary force and get rid of it whene-

1200 people. If we accept your figure of

directed to the sponsor of such mercena-

ver and wherever it is no longer needed

15000, then you have allowed over

ries.

is no more than a illusion. To achieve

10,000 known terrorists into the country.

As everywhere in the free world, the

your aims by whatever means - in this

Can anyone tell me where these impor-

Bush Administration has been put in

case to half effectively use these merce-

ted, trained terrorist are right now? Have

place by the American people to protect

naries for short propaganda purposes to

they brought anything with them? Or

the best interests of the American peo-

put pressure on the ruling government

have they promised you not to get

ple. Having no doubt that this

of Iran in the lead up to the next IAEA

engaged in information gathering, etc.

Administration (or for that matter any

meeting - you have to make sure that

for a larger fee from other, hostile sides?

other democratically elected

the media will put your side of the story

Or should I accept that all this is justified

Administration) would not and could not

and only your side of the story out (I do

because someone needed a last minute

deliberately work against the interests of

not imagine for a minute that The

desperate attempt to put on a show in

the US people, there are many policies

Washington Post could not access the

the wake of the Iran–Europe deal?

which many people, including myself,

other side of the story). You have to

The desperate use of known terrorists

would not agree with. Not because I

interfere with and get in the way of

like Jafarzadeh in Fox News, or bringing

think that President Bush should ignore

anybody who will talk and expose the

a registered detainee of Ashraf camp

US interests for the benefit of the people

past and present of your tools (at least

[who acted as MKO negotiator with US

of Iran or anywhere else, but for the

during the exercise), and you have to

forces while in detention in Iraq], a high

The presence of well-known personali-

Bani Sadr opposed the increasing rela-

“…do not follow the first policy. Write

reason that in the long run the best poli-

openly lie to yourself, your colleagues

profile commander in Saddam’s Private

ties such as Dr Nasser Pakdaman,

tions between the Mojahedin and the

whatever you want, but it doesn’t
deceive anybody that your problem,

p

The National Council of Resistance
of Iran - NCRI
Extract from ‘Dossier of Facts on the People’s Mojahedin
Organisation of Iran’
by Karim Haggi Moni

The National Council of Resistance was founded by Mr Abol
Hassan Bani Sadr and Mr Massoud Rajavi, leader of the
Mojahedin in 1981. At first it was welcomed by many political
parties, organisations and personalities. Bani Sadr, as Iran’s first
post-revolution president, and the Kurdish Democratic Party of
Iran were considered the two main pillars of the NCR.

tical, social and economic interests of

and your people one way or another.

Army, Farid Soleymani, to relay your so-

Bahman Niroomand, Mehdi Khanbaba,

Iraqi government and on 24th March

the American people lie within a trust-

Otherwise it won’t work and the invest-

called ‘intelligence’, while closing your

Dr Mansour Farhang and others was

1983 his separation was officially

which made you write this letter, is co-

announced. On 11th March Bani Sadr

operation with Iraq to topple the

worthy, lawfully coordinated, accounta-

ment is wasted.

eyes to and refusing help to over 400

also a major factor in the preliminary

ble approach from today’s only superpo-

The occasions will come and go. The

disaffected members from the hideous

success of the NCR.

had addressed his misgivings to Rajavi:

Khomeini regime. With this policy, I am

“… of course as you have written, there

afraid the regime will become more

wer. It is not very difficult for a superpo-

effect of your tools will be good, medi-

cruelty of the MKO Leadership cannot be

But because democratic relations were

wer to forget its position and change its

um or bad according to how much you

swept under the carpet. Does anybody

not developed, the initial progress of

are two theories. One accepts and legi-

stable and will not be toppled. Do not

timises any use of foreign forces at any

do harm to yourself, the people and the

image from being a reference for justice

paid for them. But what will stay is the

have any doubt that you are protecting

the NCR was soon reversed and it beca-

and freedom to being an imperial ruler

legacy of your behaviour. You, in a coun-

the heads of this terrorist organisation,

me a tool without independence, to be

price to topple the Khomeini regime,

martyrs…”

and the other does not. I support the

(Bani Sadr’s answer to the Mojahedin -

second theory.

Enqelab Eslami publication No. 82, 22nd

from which to run away and hide. In this

try which stopped Yousef Islam – aka Cat

in particular Massoud Rajavi, the notori-

used for the goals and purposes of the

day and age the latter cannot be in the

Stevens the well known British singer -

ous head of the cult, while refusing to

Mojahedin.
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After this it was the turn of the Kurdish
Democratic Party of Iran. This came

their organisational goals.”

“…the Eghame organisation, was for-

says:

with this kind of structure. Later, by

(Payvand, September 1998, p13)

(ibid, pages 6 and 7)

med by the Mojahedin during Bani

“… It seemed that they only needed

continuing their methods and taking up

Mr Bahman Broomand, another ex-

“… during the last few years of the life

Sadr’s presidency from the supporters

new decorations for their party and

residence in Iraq, they shot the last bul-

member of the NCR says:

about after the KDP established contact

of the NCR, many members have resig-

of the Mojahedin. After Bani Sadr and

nothing else. The Mojahedin and their

let into their historical chance. Of cour-

“After only a few months, it was clear

with officials of the Islamic Republic of

ned and ended their participation in the

Rajavi left Iran, the organisation could

over-valuation of themselves was an

se, they still hear and they still talk

to us that the Mojahedin organisation

Iran. In a meeting on 14th April 1985

NCR because they couldn’t accept the

not continue functioning overtly, so,

obstacle to other forces joining the NCR.

under the name of the NCR, but every-

never had any intention of forming a

the Mojahedin, without the presence of

undemocratic relations that were sha-

many of its cadres and members left

Instead of correcting themselves in the

one knows that this phenomenon no

coalition and has orchestrated this

the KDP representative and some other

dowing the organisation, and have

Iran and Eghame became a member of

face of criticism from other members of

longer has an independent existence

Council to use the names of well-known

NCR members, forced through a resolu-

given up hope of democratisation of

the Council. As the members started

the NCR, they started creating their

and has vanished.”

organisations and personalities to incre-

tion for the expulsion of the KDP. The

the NCR. Meanwhile, the door to entry

opposing the policies of the Mojahedin,

own obedient groups within the NCR,

(ibid, p618)

ase its credibility. When we found out

Central Committee of the KDP on 17th

of new, independent members is still

they separated. What was left of it

thinking that in the international scene

Tehrani, speaking about the resignation

that for months the Mojahedin were in

April 1985, published an announcement

closed.”

changed its name to D.A.D and publis-

they could show a coalition of represen-

of Showray Mottahed Chap from the

dialogue with a blood-thirsty regime

criticising the undemocratic and unprin-

(ibid, page 33)

hed ‘Rah-e Azad’. The Eghame repre-

tatives of every class and division of

Council, says:

like that of Saddam Hussein, to move

cipled action of those responsible for

“…the passage of time and in particular

sentative in the Council, Mr Jalal Ganjei

society. In fact, when they saw that the

“… I believe that at the later phases of

the headquarters of the NCR to Iraq,

the NCR and the Mojahedin. Rejecting

the inexplicable things happening insi-

remained in the Council as the repre-

expansion of the Council did not beco-

the Council, the Mojahedin were not

without the knowledge of the Council,

the April 14th resolution, the KDP called

de the Mojahedin as the main organiser

sentative of the newly born organisa-

me a reality, they started adding crea-

only not a magnet to attract opposition

we lost our patience.”

for an NCR meeting with the KDP repre-

of the Council, have ended everybody’s

tion, D.A.D. This group has never been

ted names to the Council.

forces, but had obviously changed to a

(Payvand, September 1998, p31)

sentative present. Those responsible for

hope that the Mojahedin would give up

outside the Mojahedin. It has always

“The reality was that with the resigna-

totalitarian organisation, trying to eradi-

Mr Hassan Massaly, another ex-Council

the NCR rejected the request with the

their sectarian methods and would one

been a copy of the Mojahedin. In some

tion of Bani Sadr, Showray Mottahed

cate and separate opposition forces.

member, and representative of the

effect that on 30th April 1985, the KDP

day face the problems of the NCR with

cases they are even more fundamenta-

Chap, the KDP, and some other well-

Their policy was not to attract co-opera-

Movement of Toilers of Gilan and

announced the end of its participation

an open heart, would show tolerance,

list than the Mojahedin and more

known personalities, and with the

tion, but they needed obedient follo-

Mazandaran (one of the organisations

in the NCR.

would accept the independence of the

‘Catholic than the Pope’. In reality they

onset of the ideological revolution insi-

wers. This clearly shows itself in their

which was a member of the NCR and

In a leaflet called ‘Some Documents

NCR and would give way to democrati-

are the behind-lines artillery of the

de the Mojahedin on the occasion of

slogan ‘Iran-Rajavi, Rajavi-Iran’ which

later left) in an interview with Payvand

About the Relationship Between the

sation by giving up their undemocratic

Mojahedin.”

the marriage of Rajavi with Maryam

they constantly repeated since 4th April

publication said:

KDP and the NCR’ which was published

policies. For this reason, the KDP unwil-

“… At first I didn’t know the Kanoon

Azodanlou, and with the birth of ‘Iran-

1985. With such policies and slogans,

“… instead of attracting responsible,

by the KDP, we read:

lingly ends its membership of the NCR

Tohidi Asnaf well and thought that they

Rajavi, Rajavi-Iran’ as a slogan, the light

talking about democracy, equal rights,

well-known and serious organisations

“… from the beginning of the KDP joi-

and holds the Mojahedin directly res-

represented the Bazaar. Later, I found

of the life of the Council had been swit-

co-operation etc, is no more than a sick

and personalities, the Mojahedin were

ning the NCR, the KDP representative

ponsible for it. And opposing the beliefs

out this is also another little organisa-

ched off.”

joke.”

opening the doors to obedient and

found that the Mojahedin are very

of this organisation, believes that after

tion attached to and dependent on the

(ibid 528, 529)

(ibid, p627)

opportunist forces. They had the res-

much opposed to the broadening of the

the exit of the KDP from the Council as

Mojahedin.”

About the internal relations in the NCR,

About the NCR’s strategy, Tehrani says:

ponsibility for backing Rajavi and attac-

NCR and only accepted new members

one of its major pillars, not only will

(A Look at the Leftist Movement from

Tehrani says:

“In principle, the NCR strategy did not

king critics of the Mojahedin.”

which showed themselves willing to

the NCR not become stronger, but that

Within, pp 525-526)

“… another aspect of the dependence

belong to the NCR. The strategy was

(Payvand, September 1998, p29)

follow the Mojahedin’s policies inside

there is not any real NCR left.”

“…The organisation of Ostad-e

of the NCR and not having independent

‘armed struggle’ the details of which

Dr Mansour Farhang, an ex-Council

the NCR. For this reason, the NCR inste-

(ibid, page 48)

Mottahed, only had one representative,

identity was that whenever the

would be dictated by the Mojahedin

member and former representative of

ad of a policy of attraction, followed a

“… the future will show how long the

Mohammad Ali Sheikhy, and in reality

Mojahedin wanted, the meeting would

and announced in the name of the

the NCR in North America said in an

policy of repulsion and in the end it

remaining members of the NCR, the

there was no organisation. In the early

end. That is because they were the host

Council. The Council has never had an

interview with Payvand publication:

came to the point that there is only an

ones who believe in independence of

days of the revolution, some lecturers

and the place belonged to them and

independent strategy or daily program-

“…the reality is that the NCR, from the

NCR in name not in fact.”

thought and democratic co-operation,

who supported the Mojahedin had

everything was in their hands. Of cour-

me or agenda.”

first day of its formation was a tool in

“…one thing was clear, the Mojahedin

can continue their co-operation with

gathered together and had formed the

se, we as the rest of the members

(ibid, p 637)

the hands of the Mojahedin and never

were willing to work with a KDP which

the Mojahedin.”

organisation. But later, nothing was left

could continue our meeting but this

In an interview with Payvand publica-

had independence. The majority of the

would obey their every policy. Of cour-

(ibid, pages 50-51)

of it. This, like others, was totally and

would not be an official meeting.”

tion on the subject of the forces of the

members knew this but because of the

se, the KDP, because of its historic res-

The Showray Motahed Chap, another

openly obedient to the Mojahedin.

(ibid, p589)

NCR, Dr Ali Asghar Haj Seyed Javadi, a

struggle of the Mojahedin against the

ponsibility and the importance of its

member organisation of the NCR, left

“The organisation of Cherik-e Fedayee

“…when they faced internal problems

well-known Iranian politician says:

regime of the Shah and their firm oppo-

independence could not accept such

the NCR a little earlier than the KDP. Mr

Khalq (followers of Hoviatt) which later

inside their organisation and the NCR,

“Before anything, I should emphasise

sition to Khomeini and the Ayatollahs,

behaviour and continue to work with

Mehdi Khanbaba Tehrani, its represen-

became a member, is represented by

suddenly, under the banner of the ideo-

that with the exception of the KDP and

they had accepted the anti-democratic

the Mojahedin in a Council which was

tative and one of the well-known

Mehdi Same. Six or seven months befo-

logical revolution and choosing

Mojahedin, the other 2 or 3 organisa-

tendencies of the Mojahedin leadership

not a council anymore. Because of the

members of the NCR, in his book ‘a

re he announced the organisation, he

Massoud and Maryam as the leaders of

tions that the NCR names in its publica-

as a bitter reality which could be correc-

imposition of the policies and the ideo-

Look at the Leftist Movement from

became a member of the Council as an

the ‘new revolution in Iran’, they

tions, are no more than creations who

ted. By giving heart to the decency of

logy of the Mojahedin, the NCR day by

Within’ mentions some interesting

individual. He then suddenly changed

announced themselves as the sole lea-

do not have any organisation, members

the Mojahedin’s leadership, they were

day lost its original role as a democratic

points about the internal relations

and declared his membership as an

ders of the revolution with it; laughing

or supporters. These organisations do

looking to an unrealistic evolution and

alternative and became a tool in the

within the NCR.

organisation.”

at every different existing political idea.

not exist and were created by the

change in them.”

hands of the Mojahedin. Now they just

On the nature of the groups inside the

(ibid p 527)

In these circumstances, it was not possi-

Mojahedin organisation to broaden the

use the name of the NCR for pushing

NCR, Tehrani says:

Tehrani, in another part of his memoirs

ble to continue remaining in the Council

Council.”
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After this it was the turn of the Kurdish
Democratic Party of Iran. This came

their organisational goals.”

“…the Eghame organisation, was for-

says:

with this kind of structure. Later, by

(Payvand, September 1998, p13)

(ibid, pages 6 and 7)

med by the Mojahedin during Bani

“… It seemed that they only needed

continuing their methods and taking up

Mr Bahman Broomand, another ex-

“… during the last few years of the life

Sadr’s presidency from the supporters

new decorations for their party and

residence in Iraq, they shot the last bul-

member of the NCR says:

about after the KDP established contact

of the NCR, many members have resig-

of the Mojahedin. After Bani Sadr and

nothing else. The Mojahedin and their

let into their historical chance. Of cour-

“After only a few months, it was clear

with officials of the Islamic Republic of

ned and ended their participation in the

Rajavi left Iran, the organisation could

over-valuation of themselves was an

se, they still hear and they still talk

to us that the Mojahedin organisation

Iran. In a meeting on 14th April 1985

NCR because they couldn’t accept the

not continue functioning overtly, so,

obstacle to other forces joining the NCR.

under the name of the NCR, but every-

never had any intention of forming a

the Mojahedin, without the presence of

undemocratic relations that were sha-

many of its cadres and members left

Instead of correcting themselves in the

one knows that this phenomenon no

coalition and has orchestrated this

the KDP representative and some other

dowing the organisation, and have

Iran and Eghame became a member of

face of criticism from other members of

longer has an independent existence

Council to use the names of well-known

NCR members, forced through a resolu-

given up hope of democratisation of

the Council. As the members started

the NCR, they started creating their

and has vanished.”

organisations and personalities to incre-

tion for the expulsion of the KDP. The

the NCR. Meanwhile, the door to entry

opposing the policies of the Mojahedin,

own obedient groups within the NCR,

(ibid, p618)

ase its credibility. When we found out

Central Committee of the KDP on 17th

of new, independent members is still

they separated. What was left of it

thinking that in the international scene

Tehrani, speaking about the resignation

that for months the Mojahedin were in

April 1985, published an announcement

closed.”

changed its name to D.A.D and publis-

they could show a coalition of represen-

of Showray Mottahed Chap from the

dialogue with a blood-thirsty regime

criticising the undemocratic and unprin-

(ibid, page 33)

hed ‘Rah-e Azad’. The Eghame repre-

tatives of every class and division of

Council, says:

like that of Saddam Hussein, to move

cipled action of those responsible for

“…the passage of time and in particular

sentative in the Council, Mr Jalal Ganjei

society. In fact, when they saw that the

“… I believe that at the later phases of

the headquarters of the NCR to Iraq,

the NCR and the Mojahedin. Rejecting

the inexplicable things happening insi-

remained in the Council as the repre-

expansion of the Council did not beco-

the Council, the Mojahedin were not

without the knowledge of the Council,

the April 14th resolution, the KDP called

de the Mojahedin as the main organiser

sentative of the newly born organisa-

me a reality, they started adding crea-

only not a magnet to attract opposition

we lost our patience.”

for an NCR meeting with the KDP repre-

of the Council, have ended everybody’s

tion, D.A.D. This group has never been

ted names to the Council.

forces, but had obviously changed to a

(Payvand, September 1998, p31)

sentative present. Those responsible for

hope that the Mojahedin would give up

outside the Mojahedin. It has always

“The reality was that with the resigna-

totalitarian organisation, trying to eradi-

Mr Hassan Massaly, another ex-Council

the NCR rejected the request with the

their sectarian methods and would one

been a copy of the Mojahedin. In some

tion of Bani Sadr, Showray Mottahed

cate and separate opposition forces.

member, and representative of the

effect that on 30th April 1985, the KDP

day face the problems of the NCR with

cases they are even more fundamenta-

Chap, the KDP, and some other well-

Their policy was not to attract co-opera-

Movement of Toilers of Gilan and

announced the end of its participation

an open heart, would show tolerance,

list than the Mojahedin and more

known personalities, and with the

tion, but they needed obedient follo-

Mazandaran (one of the organisations

in the NCR.

would accept the independence of the

‘Catholic than the Pope’. In reality they

onset of the ideological revolution insi-

wers. This clearly shows itself in their

which was a member of the NCR and

In a leaflet called ‘Some Documents

NCR and would give way to democrati-

are the behind-lines artillery of the

de the Mojahedin on the occasion of

slogan ‘Iran-Rajavi, Rajavi-Iran’ which

later left) in an interview with Payvand

About the Relationship Between the

sation by giving up their undemocratic

Mojahedin.”

the marriage of Rajavi with Maryam

they constantly repeated since 4th April

publication said:

KDP and the NCR’ which was published

policies. For this reason, the KDP unwil-

“… At first I didn’t know the Kanoon

Azodanlou, and with the birth of ‘Iran-

1985. With such policies and slogans,

“… instead of attracting responsible,

by the KDP, we read:

lingly ends its membership of the NCR

Tohidi Asnaf well and thought that they

Rajavi, Rajavi-Iran’ as a slogan, the light

talking about democracy, equal rights,

well-known and serious organisations

“… from the beginning of the KDP joi-

and holds the Mojahedin directly res-

represented the Bazaar. Later, I found

of the life of the Council had been swit-

co-operation etc, is no more than a sick

and personalities, the Mojahedin were

ning the NCR, the KDP representative

ponsible for it. And opposing the beliefs

out this is also another little organisa-

ched off.”

joke.”

opening the doors to obedient and

found that the Mojahedin are very

of this organisation, believes that after

tion attached to and dependent on the

(ibid 528, 529)

(ibid, p627)

opportunist forces. They had the res-

much opposed to the broadening of the

the exit of the KDP from the Council as

Mojahedin.”

About the internal relations in the NCR,

About the NCR’s strategy, Tehrani says:

ponsibility for backing Rajavi and attac-

NCR and only accepted new members

one of its major pillars, not only will

(A Look at the Leftist Movement from

Tehrani says:

“In principle, the NCR strategy did not

king critics of the Mojahedin.”

which showed themselves willing to

the NCR not become stronger, but that

Within, pp 525-526)

“… another aspect of the dependence

belong to the NCR. The strategy was

(Payvand, September 1998, p29)

follow the Mojahedin’s policies inside

there is not any real NCR left.”

“…The organisation of Ostad-e

of the NCR and not having independent

‘armed struggle’ the details of which

Dr Mansour Farhang, an ex-Council

the NCR. For this reason, the NCR inste-

(ibid, page 48)

Mottahed, only had one representative,

identity was that whenever the

would be dictated by the Mojahedin

member and former representative of

ad of a policy of attraction, followed a

“… the future will show how long the

Mohammad Ali Sheikhy, and in reality

Mojahedin wanted, the meeting would

and announced in the name of the

the NCR in North America said in an

policy of repulsion and in the end it

remaining members of the NCR, the

there was no organisation. In the early

end. That is because they were the host

Council. The Council has never had an

interview with Payvand publication:

came to the point that there is only an

ones who believe in independence of

days of the revolution, some lecturers

and the place belonged to them and

independent strategy or daily program-

“…the reality is that the NCR, from the

NCR in name not in fact.”

thought and democratic co-operation,

who supported the Mojahedin had

everything was in their hands. Of cour-

me or agenda.”

first day of its formation was a tool in

“…one thing was clear, the Mojahedin

can continue their co-operation with

gathered together and had formed the

se, we as the rest of the members

(ibid, p 637)

the hands of the Mojahedin and never

were willing to work with a KDP which

the Mojahedin.”

organisation. But later, nothing was left

could continue our meeting but this

In an interview with Payvand publica-

had independence. The majority of the

would obey their every policy. Of cour-

(ibid, pages 50-51)

of it. This, like others, was totally and

would not be an official meeting.”

tion on the subject of the forces of the

members knew this but because of the

se, the KDP, because of its historic res-

The Showray Motahed Chap, another

openly obedient to the Mojahedin.

(ibid, p589)

NCR, Dr Ali Asghar Haj Seyed Javadi, a

struggle of the Mojahedin against the

ponsibility and the importance of its

member organisation of the NCR, left

“The organisation of Cherik-e Fedayee

“…when they faced internal problems

well-known Iranian politician says:

regime of the Shah and their firm oppo-

independence could not accept such

the NCR a little earlier than the KDP. Mr

Khalq (followers of Hoviatt) which later

inside their organisation and the NCR,

“Before anything, I should emphasise

sition to Khomeini and the Ayatollahs,

behaviour and continue to work with

Mehdi Khanbaba Tehrani, its represen-

became a member, is represented by

suddenly, under the banner of the ideo-

that with the exception of the KDP and

they had accepted the anti-democratic

the Mojahedin in a Council which was

tative and one of the well-known

Mehdi Same. Six or seven months befo-

logical revolution and choosing

Mojahedin, the other 2 or 3 organisa-

tendencies of the Mojahedin leadership

not a council anymore. Because of the

members of the NCR, in his book ‘a

re he announced the organisation, he

Massoud and Maryam as the leaders of

tions that the NCR names in its publica-

as a bitter reality which could be correc-

imposition of the policies and the ideo-

Look at the Leftist Movement from

became a member of the Council as an

the ‘new revolution in Iran’, they

tions, are no more than creations who

ted. By giving heart to the decency of

logy of the Mojahedin, the NCR day by

Within’ mentions some interesting

individual. He then suddenly changed

announced themselves as the sole lea-

do not have any organisation, members

the Mojahedin’s leadership, they were

day lost its original role as a democratic

points about the internal relations

and declared his membership as an

ders of the revolution with it; laughing

or supporters. These organisations do

looking to an unrealistic evolution and

alternative and became a tool in the

within the NCR.

organisation.”

at every different existing political idea.

not exist and were created by the

change in them.”

hands of the Mojahedin. Now they just

On the nature of the groups inside the

(ibid p 527)

In these circumstances, it was not possi-

Mojahedin organisation to broaden the

use the name of the NCR for pushing

NCR, Tehrani says:

Tehrani, in another part of his memoirs

ble to continue remaining in the Council

Council.”
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Behind the Curtains
in a Gruesome Show

A psychological enquiry must examine

problem which led her to jeopardize

A shameful celebration party was

what could have been wrong with her

her own life, that most precious gift

held at the Mojahedin’s base in

life to make her leave her home and

given only once to each of us. But the

France for the dead, without shed-

studies to join the Mojahedin at exact-

horror of this event was that it was

ding a tear for Neda and the

Mitra Yousefi

ly the time when so many dark and

not only this very young woman who

others. And to complete the chain

horrible secrets about them were

died, others also burnt to death in the

which started from Canada right to

being revealed by former members

fire of that crime.

the zenith of ignominy, they

Of course parent-

enslave them.

and official authorities in the world. If

How could this action have any effect

brought along Neda’s strange

hood in humans

As Mojahedin soldier, Neda Hassani

Neda didn’t know the truth about the

but attracting people’s disgust and

mother, who ironically enjoys a

and animals is

wasn’t killed as a political prisoner or

Mojahedin should we query the role

anger. However, the Mojahedin leade-

very different lifestyle to Neda’s, to

not to be compa-

on a battlefield or in mysterious cir-

of the media which didn’t take up the

r’s wife got out of her cell on bail,

condone and celebrate her death.

red. Love is a gift

cumstances under some country’s dic-

issue and expose the cult, or can we

released by her filthy fortune collec-

I call on human rights activists,

that has been

tatorial regime. Neda was killed by

question politicians who did not act to

ted from Saddam Hussein. Soon she

feminist activists, anti child-abuse

given to humans,

her own comrades, by an organization

curtail the activities of this listed ter-

will be tried on terrorism charges. And

activists, the Red Cross, Unicef,

and unconditional

which is always accusing others of

rorist group in their countries. Perhaps

what is left of Neda’s tragic life for

United Nations and Interpol to put

parental love is

human rights abuses. She accepted

we could be satisfied and say that

the Mojahedin except only propagan-

an end to this gruesome show.

the most precious

self-immolation as part of a coordina-

Neda had some unsolved personal

da?

kind. But in the

ted terrorist action directed by the

end since we are

Mojahedin organisation at the govern-

only human, we

ments of Europe. Alas, this poor young

make mistakes

woman died alone in a hell on earth,

and are capable

ignited by ‘friends’, who were worse

of committing

than enemies. For what? Oh, God.

acts of great

Because Maryam Rajavi, couldn’t bear

shame and ugli-

to stay in a prison cell.

ness whenever

What crime was it, what sentence, for

In 1981 and the start of armed strug-

organisation would sort out his wife-

we turn away

Neda to get such verdict instead?

gle between the Mojahedin and the

’s situation and that he should not

from this gift.
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Personal Experiences:
An interview with Abbas Sadegh Nejad
Autumn 2003, Germany. Taken from the book ‘Destruction of Forces’
by Mehdi Khoshhal

What comparison was there? Wasting

Islamic Republic of Iran, he lost con-

be worried. Abbas was only able to

5- And when the girl-child that was

Ill-considered ambition is a most dan-

the life of such a fresh rose, for what?

tact with the organisation and

send a message through a third per-

buried alive is asked

gerous enemy to love. People who

I can’t even repeat it.

because of this, Abbas registered

son to his wife and could not even

6- For what sin she was slain

have been cheated by its power and

In the official judgment of our times,

with the Iranian armed forces and

call her. He told her that he would be

(Quran, chapter 81)

stand on the edge of this cliff lose

a who doctor admits assisting the

continued his political activities as

leaving the country and that she

their conscience and spirit and above

voluntary death of a patient suffering

part of an independent nucleus

would be joining him later. He told

In civilized societies parents don’t own

all, their love. It is even worse when a

from the pain of an incurable sickness,

within the army. In 1988 he mana-

her not to worry.

their children as property, tools or

child is misused to satisfy the

should be prosecuted for manslaugh-

ged to re-establish contact with the

Abbas first went to Ray (near Tehran)

objects. They are expected to love and

demands of this ambition; these peo-

ter. But this organisation had not been

organisation and remained in contact

and then to Zahedan (south Iran)

cherish and nurture their offspring.

ple plummet to the base and self-see-

prosecuted for these crimes yet.

through radio communication.

from where he was transferred to

Otherwise, society will take over this

king level of those poor mother apes.

Who knows? We humans always have

In 1990 the organisation appointed

Karachi in Pakistan by the organisati-

role, with this facility included in the

Unfortunately we have recently been

our fantasies, believing in the arrival

Abbas to take care of some of its

on’s contact, Mohamed Hussein

laws of many countries. As a mother

faced with one of the ugliest demon-

of a saviour in our greatest difficulties.

injured and people in hiding. One

Arbab. The person responsible for

and human this level of protection

strations of this phenomenon. In this

Perhaps this young girl believed she

injured person was in Hamadan.

Karachi was a woman called Zahra

satisfies me and makes me proud.

story, sadly a true story, an unfortuna-

was proving to her comrades her pas-

Abbas was living in Malayer at the

Hamadani. Abbas told her about his

As a child I heard about an experi-

te mother in Canada with tarnished

sion for her so-called leader, maybe

time which meant a risky daily trip

wife as soon as he arrived in Karachi.

ment to measure the maternal versus

intellect has, in a weird state, seduced

she had the illusion that all of those

between the towns. After a long

Zahra told him ‘not to worry, we will

survival instinct in animals. Some

by her own ambition, endorsed and

around her would rush in sympathy to

dangerous time his mission was

sort out your problems. We are sen-

completed. His contact told him that

ding somebody to take your wife out

the regime had discovered his identi-

of the county’. Two months later

ty and he should leave the town

Abbas was transferred to Turkey and

immediately and then leave the

again and again asked about his

country. His wife Fatemeh was 3

wife. Each time they answered that

months pregnant. Abbas gave this as

he should ask about her when he

an excuse not to leave the country.

got to Iraq as they could do nothing

But his contact assured him that the

from here.

female apes which were forced to

praised the tragically unnecessary

stifle the blaze and she would pass

stand on a burning hot floor were

death of her young daughter.

the calamity with some injury. She

observed to place their own babies

The whole episode appears strange

couldn’t have believed they could let

under their feet to protect themsel-

until we detect the clues leading

her die.

ves. This scared me to death as a

inevitably to the Mojahedin cult and

Neda Hassani, according to the

child. Alas, a similar act, though in a

discover its notorious long term abuse

Mojahedin was a young girl who joi-

different ‘experiment’, has me scared

and abasement of love and affection

ned the cult in Canada in 1996 and

all over again.

and provoking people’s ambitions to

went to Iraq for ‘military’ training.
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Abbas was transferred to Iraq and

won the presidential election in Iran,

guards while he was trying to cross

from day one was placed under

the organisation, aiming to disrupt

the border. She also told him he has

intensive military training. After a

the process of political progress and

a daughter, also alive and who is

month, one of the commanders

the opening up of the political

now in the 3rd grade of school.

asked for him and said that they

atmosphere in Iran, started its mortar

When Abbas discovered that for the

were following his case and the situ-

attacks in the streets of Tehran and

past ten years he had been deceived

ation of his wife and ‘we will let you

tried to send as many terror teams to

by the Mojahedin so the organisation

know as soon as we find out any-

Iran as it could. The organisation was

could use them both with an open

thing’. After two more months ano-

desperately in need of people inside

hand, he could not trust anything

ther commander asked for him and

Iran who could support these teams

else any more. In his own words, “if

after talking a little to prepare the

while they were there. Commanders

to that day I was 10 percent determ-

atmosphere, told Abbas, ‘we should

started asking all members to con-

ined to find a way to run away, from

have told you sooner but it is very

tact their families and friends in Iran

that day it became 100 percent. My

likely that your wife has died in

in order to secure places in their hou-

wife and daughter were alive”.

labour. You are a fighter and are with

ses and maybe even to recruit from

After two years, in 2002, Abbas

Mojahedin. You should concentrate

them.

managed to escape the Mojahedin

more on your own mission which is

Years had gone by and it was now a

together with two others and after

to topple the regime. We have not

decade that Abbas had been in Iraq.

some dangerous escapades arrived

given up and will still follow your

One day the organisation asked him

in Kurdistan where they took refuge

wife’s case until we get certain news

to contact his family to secure a

in the United Nations office in

from her and we will let you know’.

place for a terror team ready to go

Kurdistan. After two months Abbas

After receiving this news Abbas,

into action. Abbas realised that he no

received five thousand dollars from

although deeply concerned, could

longer had the telephone number of

his wife and set off for Turkey. He

not accept this news about his wife.

his immediate family, but the organi-

stayed another two months in Turkey

After couple of months he again

sation traced and found a number for

and in the autumn of 2002 he arri-

asked about the death of his wife.

him. In this way he contacted one of

ved in Germany. His wife and daugh-

German and Iranian human rights acti-

scrutiny. Because the MEK is a terrorist

News brought from inside the MEK’s

This time one of the top comman-

his distant relatives in Iran. When he

ter are still in Iran and both sides are

vists demonstrated outside the US

organisation, governments and inter-

camp in Iraq says that many members

ders called him to a meeting saying

rang, the other side would not

desperately looking forward to being

Consulate in Dusseldorf, November

national authorities have neglected

are desperate to leave the MEK and

it was a very important matter. The

accept that he is Abbas and repea-

together again.

17th and the US Embassy in Berlin,

and left unrecognised the rights of

Iraq and deeply regret their past invol-

commander told Abbas that up to

tedly told him that Abbas had been

Abbas says, “contrary to Dostoevsky’s

November 19th to raise the issue with

individual members. This has, said the

vement. Such dissidents are subjected

that date they had not been certain,

killed 10 years ago while crossing

claim that ‘man can get used to any-

diplomats there. Representatives of the

resolution, allowed MEK leaders to

to harsh physical and psychological

but a few days ago they had confir-

the Iran-Iraq border. ‘He is definitely

thing’, we have experienced that you

US Government met with demonstra-

pressurise and humiliate dissident

pressure by MEK commanders and

mation that his wife had died in

not alive’, Abbas was told by his

can never get used to unnecessary

tors and received their documents.

members into staying with the organi-

although the US military are aware of

labour and the baby had also died.

relative. Abbas was shocked. The

pain and suffering”.

They expressed surprise at the claims

sation and keeping quiet. In these cir-

this, no action has been taken except

Although the news was very hard for

relative then told him, ‘if you keep

and promised to pass the demonstra-

cumstances these hostages have beco-

to take these people to a separate part

Abbas, but his mind was at rest. At

insisting then call back in an hour’s

tors’ demands to Washington immedi-

me double victims of the MEK. Those

of the camp, while leaving them still

least now he knew that they had

time then we will find out whether

ately. Mr Hadi Shams Haeri, father of

who persist in dissent will either

under MEK rules and supervision. Their

died. Up to that point the hope that

you are truly Abbas’. He called back

two MEK hostages in Iraq, read the

mysteriously disappear or be impriso-

mistreatment is not the action of rogue

the news was untrue had engaged

in an hour and heard. ‘If you are

demonstrators’ resolution which was

ned and executed. The resolution went

individuals but is planned and ordered

part of his mind.

truly Abbas, then you should recogni-

Association for the Support of Victims

given to the US Government. Voice of

on to state that since the US gave pro-

by the leaders of the MEK.

Abbas stayed with Mojahedin and

se your wife and she should recogni-

of Mojahedin-e Khalq ©2004

America and Radio Farda [USA] repor-

tected status to individual MEK mem-

While insisting that neglect of its clear

continued his struggle from the Iraqi

se you. She is here now and wants

ted the demonstrations.

bers under the Fourth Geneva

responsibility toward the members is

territories. In 1994 he asked to leave

to talk to you’. Abbas didn’t know

Editor

Convention, the US army has not allo-

unacceptable on the part of US authori-

Mojahedin. A few months later he

what to do. His wife is alive? And is

Anne Singleton

Summary of the Resolution

wed these members to have free and

ties, the resolution further called for

was imprisoned for again asking to

there? The moment that Abbas and

The resolution described the ordinary

unfettered contact with their families

the involvement of European

leave Mojahedin and was in prison

Fatemeh heard each other, they

Contact details

members as hostages of Mojahedin in

and has not facilitated visits from the

Governments and international autho-

until 1995. After his release and up

knew that each and the other really

Iran-Interlink

Iraq, and as victims of deception and

ICRC or UN agencies to the camps in

rities in investigating the violation of

to 2002 while he remained at the

are alive.

PO Box 148, Leeds LS16 5YJ

tyranny by the MEK leaders, Massoud

order to process the individuals.

human rights in the MEK camps and in

organisation’s base he tried to find

Fatemeh told Abbas that the

United Kingdom

and Maryam Rajavi, but said that since

Instead, the MEK still uses its terrorist

helping dissident members to leave

ways to run away from the

Mojahedin had contacted her from

Telephone +44 113 278 0503

the MEK is not a government and

uniforms and practices the same mili-

the organisation and take refuge in a

Mojahedin.

Denmark and told her that her hus-

Email info@iran-interlink.org

represents no-one it has not been ade-

tary activities as before the war with

place of safety.

In 1997, after Mohammad Khatami

band had been killed by Iranian

Website www.iran-interlink.org

quately subject to international law or

the acquiescence of the US army.
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Association for the Support of Victims of Mojahedin-e Khalq

Help our Friends and Families in Iraq
Plea for the hostages held by Mojahedin in Iraq
Following the daring escape of seven MEK
members from a joint US/MEK controlled camp
in Iraq last month, former members of the organisation in Europe have demanded that the US
respond immediately to the plight of remaining dissidents in the camps.
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